Located in the heart of Little Rock, UAMS is easily accessible from Interstate 630.

To reach the Hospital or the Psychiatric Institute from I-630, take the Pine/Cedar Street Exit and go west on 7th Street to Entrance (2) at the intersection with Hooper Drive and park in Parking 1.

To reach the Outpatient Center, the Spine Institute, the Cancer Institute and the Eye Institute, take the Pine/Cedar Street exit and go north on Pine Street. Turn left at Entrance (3) onto Capitol Avenue. Park in Parking 3.

Entrance (2) and Parking (2) are accessible from Markham Street at the intersection with Hooper Drive.

501.686.8000 or 1.866.UAMS.DOC
(1-866-826-7362)
Outpatient Services
UAMShealth.com

Numbered Entry Markers

1. Parking 1
   Hospital
   Psychiatric Institute
   Emergency

2. Parking 2
   Central Building

3. Parking 3
   Levels 2B-5B (north side)
   Cancer Institute
   Levels 2A-5A (south side)
   Outpatient Center
   Eye Institute
   Spine Institute

Pathway is designed to help you get from one place to another at UAMS. A Pathway designated by overhead symbols and rings on the floor provides a convenient path to and from many of the most common destinations in the buildings and parking lots which are connected.

Elevators serve as landmarks along the Pathway. Use this Pocket Guide or the Pathway Web site to locate the elevator landmark near your destination.

Elevator directories and signs at each elevator landmark will provide specific information to help you find your exact destination.

UAMShealth.com
How to use this directory

1. Identify your destination and its landmark elevator below.
2. Locate the elevator for your destination on the building diagrams.
3. Follow the Pathway — marked with rings on the floor — to the landmark elevator.
4. Use the signs along the Pathway and the elevator directory at your landmark to find your exact destination.

Use Elevator B in the hospital lobby on the first floor to reach patient rooms on the E, F and H wings. Use Elevator C to go to patient rooms on the A wing.